Post Award Advisory Committee (PAAC)
Wednesday, Jan 23rd
10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
1122 NCRC

Members:

Anesthesiology: Kathy Majors  
Biological Chemistry: Mary Grapp  
Biomedical Engineering: Nancy Paskievitch  
Cancer Center: Dianne Gagne  
Cardiac Surgery: Anne Hathaway  
Cell & Developmental Biology: Jennifer McPeake  
CTSUs: Jim Dickelman  
DCMB: Jessica Mirelez  
Dermatology: Ann Marie Ball  
DLHS: Jennifer Hoy  
Emergency Medicine: Shelley Haack-Withem  
Family Medicine: Judy Connelly  
Human Genetics: *Karen Sturtz  
Internal Medicine: Donna Boyer  
Internal Medicine: Carrie Lapham  
Internal Medicine: Beth Murray  
Internal Medicine: Sheree Temple  
MBNI: Steve Stinnett  

PAAC Chair: Beth Brant

*denotes expected absence

Microbiology & Immunology: Kathy Olbrich  
Molecular & Integrative Physiology: Anne Many  
MSA: Anna Taylor  
Neurology: Diana Miller  
Neurosurgery: Donna Gauss  
Ob/Gyn: Marni Arnett  
Ophthalmology: Lisa Dwyer  
Orthopaedics: Sharon Vaassen  
Otolaryngology: Sue Kelch  
Pathology: John Harris  
Pediatrics: Megan Cross  
Pharmacology: TBD  
PM&R: Jill Malayang  
Psychiatry: *Loree O’Jack  
Radiation Oncology: Rhonda Hubbard  
Radiology: Linda Bailey  
Surgery / Cardiac Surgery: Anne Hathaway  
ULAM: Phillip Boetsch  
Urology: Tasha Garwood  
Sponsored Programs: Lisa Wintergerst

Agenda Topic

1 Welcome and Introductions

- New Members – Marlie Bartow (Surgery)

2 General Announcements

- **New location for RAPPoRT 2019 – 3114 Med Sci I**

  Research Admin Pre & Post Research Topics (RAPPoRT) Discussion Groups are moving to a new venue and will be held in 3114 Med Sci I to make sure everyone has an opportunity to attend. Make sure and mark your calendar for upcoming dates which can be found on the Grant Service & Analysis Training & Resource page located [here](#).

- **Publication of Revised NIH Grants Policy Statement for FY19**

  NIH NOT-OD-19-021 Publication of the Revised NIH Grants Policy Statement (Rev. October 2018) for FY 2019 was released in late October. The NIHGPS provides up-to-date policy guidance and serves as NIH standard terms and conditions of awards for grants and cooperative agreements. [This document](#) summarizes significant changes implemented with the revised NIHGPS.
• New Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG), January 2019 for NSF
The NSF Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG), January 2019 has also been issued and is effective for proposals submitted or due, on or after January 28th. You can find a summary of significant changes on ORSP's NSF Revised Proposal & Award Guide (PAPPG) for 2019 page located here.

• Professional Development Opportunity – NIH Regional Seminar on Program Funding and Grants Administration – Baltimore MD, May 2019
Looking for training or professional development opportunities? NIH will be hosting the Spring 2019 NIH Regional Seminar on Program Funding and Grants Administration in Baltimore, MD this coming May. The seminar and workshops are appropriate for those who are new to working with the NIH grants process and is intended to educate participants about the application and review process, clarify federal regulations and policies and highlight current areas of special interest or concern. For additional information, please review the full announcement here.

3 Administrative Personnel in eRPM & GL
We spent reviewing and discussing administrative role assignments in eRPM, including PAF and AWD, as well the General Ledger (GL) and options for entering administrators on the PAF which in turn populate the administrators on the Award Record & General Ledger. We also reviewed how to update administrative personnel in both eRPM and in FINPROD. You can review the information covered in the attached Admin Personnel in eRPM & GL.pdf.

Pay special attentions to pages 4 & 5 which help guide decision making on how to enter administrators on the PAF depending on how you would like information populated on the Award Record & GL. Make sure you also take a look at page 8 which illustrates how Award ID’s tie a project together with a corresponding award PG! The Award PG’s contains data which should be updated when you are making SAPOC changes to non-subaccount PG’s.

See the snapshot below for a sneak peek!

Updating Administrative Personnel
FINPROD (SAPOC)
Email project Sponsored Programs Coordinator

 AWG PG (Award ID)
  *SAPOC
Sponsored PG
  *SAPOC
Sub PG
  Sub SAPOC

*The Award number is a PG containing data, including SAPOC information. When making SAPOC changes to non-sub-accounts you also update the AWD PG SAPOC (e.g. please update SAPOC for Fxxxx & AWDxxxxx)

When updating sub SAPOC no change to AWD SAPOC (e.g. please update SAPOC for Fxxxx)

Report Resources / Business Objects:
User Shared >> Sponsored Programs >> Sponsored Programs Project/Grant SAPOC change request

Report returns results for all PG’s you are SAPOC of (including AWD PG’s)

4 Post-Award Training
Committee members were given a heads up that Post-Award Training will be a topic of discussion at upcoming meetings and to start cataloging resources being used in the departments.